How many airplanes can you park in a space that measures 48" (122cm) x 36" (91cm)?

If they are the MF102-H-AT aviation hydraulic training system and are “flying” above the extraordinarily-equipped MF102 training system – two: and, they both have fully functional retractable nose and main landing gear.

These unique Plug-and-Play modules are designed to teach students how a tricycle-type, retractable undercarriage functions.
Plug-and-Play Training Module

Aviation Trainer

Model number MF102-H-AT

Shipping Specifications -
Shipping weight (does not include container and packaging): 36.3 kgs (80 lbs)

Shipping dimensions:
51cm (20") tall
152cm (60") wide
152cm (60") deep

Warranty -
FPTI™ warranties its products against defect in materials or workmanship for a period of two (2) years from date of delivery.

The MF102-H-TA Aviation Trainer attaches to any model MF102 training system in exactly the same manner as our other Plug-and-Play training modules.